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Abstract

From a generation point of view, our goal is to identify the
appropriate mappings between the semantics to be conveyed
and expressions in language, in the context of multilingual
instruction generation. We study this problem focusing on
the identification of the realisations of the relationships of the
various components of the task the reader is being instructed
about. Corpus analysis to study this issue is tricky as there
is a real danger of circularity, by identifying the underlying
semantic relations (or styles) based on surface features 
the text, which renders any conclusions as to how these
semantics are then expressed in text invalid. In this paper,
we explain how it is necessary to go beyond the text to
address this problem, and show how we have been able to
apply this method in our work.

Introduction
An underlying goal of research in Natural Language Pro-
cessing is to define the appropriate mappings between the
semantics to be conveyed and expressions in language re-
quired either to understand or to generate text. At the
ITRI, our concern with this issue is from the perspective
of generation, in particular, the generation of pragmatically
congruent instructional texts in multiple languages. To this
end, we are required to identify the underlying structure of
information contained in the genre of instructions and their
range of possible (and preferred) expressions in the target
languages.

Our work forms part of a growing body of research
on the study of instructional text. Among the previous
work most relevant to our goals, that of Balkanski ((1993)),
Di Eugenio ((1993; 1992)) and Vander Linden ((1994;
1994)) is particularly pertinent.

Vander Linden’s perspective on this problem is from
the point of view of generation, attempting to charac-
terise, within the framework of Systemic Linguistics, the
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decisions underlying writers’ choice of particular purpose
expressions. Balkanski and Di Eugenio also attempt to
characterise purpose clauses, this time from the perspective
of Natural Language Understanding; for Balkanski, the
goal is to show that the semantics of purpose (and rationale)
clauses requires specifying beliefs and intentions, whereas
for Di Eugenio it is to identify the types of inferences that
underlie the process of understanding purpose clauses. A
common feature of the work of Balkanski and Di Euge-
nio is the characterisation of the grammatical forms under
consideration in terms of the semantic relations between
actions, first proposed by Goldman ((1970)): Generation
and Enablement. In all these studies, the researchers re-
lied totally on the surface structure on the text to identify
the underlying semantic relations involved or the factors
motivating a speaker’s choice of a particular expression.

In our work, one issue of particular interest is the gen-
eration of the expressions appropriate to express specific
semantic relationships between the component actions of
a task, for each target language. We discuss how we ad-
dressed this issues, showing how we were forced to define
a new methodology for studying our corpus.

Studying the mapping of semantic relations
among actions and realisation

Like others, our starting point was to collect a corpus of
instructional text for each language. Given our goal of
multilingual generation, we ensured where possible that the
chosen texts were not the product of translation. We then
set about identifying from our corpus the most prevalent
grammatical forms: these, not surprisingly, included pur-
pose clause. Like Di Eugenio and Balkanski, we then tried
to map these expressions against Generation and Enable-
ment relations as defined by Goldman. Although at first
glance a simple task, this process turned out to be fraught
with methodological problems for the purpose of natural
language generation.

First, the degree of inter- and intra-speaker variability was
at a level we considered to be unacceptable. The source of
this variability is three-fold: (a) Generation and Enablement
tend, in the literature, to be defined in terms of canonical
syntactic forms (the use of "by" as a connective between
clauses expressing the component actions, and Enablement
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with "to" or "in order to"). While using this method to
identify the relations will lead to a one:one mapping from
expression to relation, a range of possible other possible
forms were apparent, and mapping these to the relations
became problematic. (b) Even the expressions identified 
Goldman turned out to be ambiguous, and it soon became
evident that going only by the surface expression was not a
sufficiently rigorous (or indeed, reliable) method. (c) 
on Enablement and Generation has sofar been exclusively
on English, and thus no surface forms had been identified
for other languages. Part of the problem is also that
Enablement, as we discovered, can hold between different
types of action pairs in different contexts.

Second, there is an inherent danger of circularity that
arises when surface features of a text interferes with the
assignment of its semantics: if one identifies the semantic
relations based only on surface features of the text, then no
conclusions can be drawn as to the possible expressions of
these semantic expressions.

We were thus forced to study our corpus by going "beyond
the text", that is beyond its surface features, and to design
a more rigorous way of representing the relations between
actions (and states). While going beyond the text might
be considered odd and subjective, it is necessary in order
to draw any conclusions about the mapping of underlying
semantics and language.

To avoid the above methodological pitfalls, we analyse
the instructions in our corpus by attempting to identify the
different components of the task that are presented and
representing them in a "plan", as a system might do if it was
to produce a plan for achieving a goal. This process is only
partly based on the surface features of the text. Importantly,
we also rely on our understanding of the instructions, of
the relationships of the stated actions in the context of the
task to be achieved, and of the object under consideration.
To minimize subjectivity, independent analyses are carried
out, using where possible multilinguai instructions? The
results of these analyses are then combined; disagreements
(of which there are remarkably few) are then subject 
further discussion.

From this new type of analysis, we have developed a
way of capturing the underlying semantic information that
is expressed in instructional text in terms of elements of
a task. We are also able to map the semantic relations
of Generation and Enablement onto these elements, thus
providing a precise and robust method for capturing them.
From this, we are thus able to identify without the circularity
problem the mappings from Generation and Enablement to
linguistic realisation.

We briefly present here the underlying representation in
terms of which we represented the tasks presented in our
corpus, and its relationship to Generation and Enablement.
We will not, however, present our results with respect
to the mappings between these relations and linguistics
expressions as it has been presented elsewhere - see ((Delin
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et al. 1994)). Finally, we discuss briefly the benefits 
obtained from our methodology.

The underlying representation for tasks and actions we
designed to represent the information contained in instruc-
tional texts is centered around a plan. A plan comprises:

goal(s): an action (or set of actions) which motivate(s) 
use of the plan;

constraints: states which must hold before a plan can
be employed. Constraints cannot be achieved through
planning;

side-effects: states which arise as unplanned effects of
carrying out a plan;

a body: an action or action complex which executes the
plan; if these are not primitive, they can themselves be
achieved through another plan;

preconditions: an action or action complex which, when
carried out, leads to conditions necessary for the success-
ful execution of the plan; i.e, the body will be executable
but its execution will not generate the goal (even if the
constraints hold) unless the precondition is realisable.
Preconditions can be planned for.2

Plans must minimally have a body and goal. Actions, in
turn, comprise:

constraints: these have the same properties as the con-
straints on plans;

side-effects: these also have the same properties as the
side-effects on plans;

effects: states which arise from the bringing-about of the
action;

preconditions: like the preconditions of plans, these are
either an action or an action complex and can be planned
for. Unlike the preconditions of plans, however, their
effects must hold before the action can take place (i.e., the
action cannot result if the precondition does not hold)?

Actions must minimally have an effect. Finally, states can
have evidences. These are phenomena which signify that
the state holds. These are very important in instructional
texts as they provide a way for the author to tell readers
how they can verify that the actions they are performing are
being done correctly.

As in all STRIPS-based planning formalisms, plans in our
representation can have associated sub-plans. In our case,
sub-plans arise through the body of a plan, the preconditions
of a plan, or through the preconditions of an action.

Having set out this scheme, we can now proceed to
identify instances of Generation and Enablement within
our representation for instructions:

a generates ~ iff a is the body of a plan ~ whose goal
is/3.

2This type of preconditions relates to Pollack’s ((1986))
generation-enabling condition.

3This notion is closely related to Balkanski’s ((1993)) definition
of executability condition.
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a enables ~ if a is a precondition of a plan ~ and/3 is
the goal of plan e, or if/3 is the body of ~ and c~ is a
precondition of/3.

Figure 1 shows graphically the relationship between the
notion of a plan and the Generation and Enablement rela-
tions. Note that Enablement can now be clearly identified
as holding between two types of action pairs.

Our refined method for identifying the relationship be-
tween the semantics and expression of multi-action se-
quences is thus to examine the procedural parts of our
corpus in terms of their r61es in the underlying plan. With
regard to applying our methodology, the following point
are worth mentioning:

1. It provides a high degree of inter- and intra- coder
agreement. To test the degree of reliability, we will be
conducting a study of our methodology with new coders.

2. It forces us to look beyond the text and to take context
into account. Going beyond the text also forces us to
understand the nature of the relations expressed in the
text, independently of the language it is expressed in,
to derive a language-independent representation of the
task. This is particularly important for our goal, since
we are aiming at identifying the mapping of semantics to
language in various languages.

3. It appears to have validity over the languages to which
we have applied it: English, French, German and Por-
tuguese. We have not encountered problems when ap-
plying it to a new language.

4. It has allowed us to identify a number of linguistic forms
for expressing Generation and Enablement, beyond the
purpose and rationale clause. These include conditional
clauses, apposed clauses and temporal clauses.

5. It has allowed us to identify linguistic expressions which
are ambiguous in terms of the semantic relations they
express. This is an important point in the generation
of instructions, where often, ambiguities can confuse the
readers or even prevent them from successfully achieving
the required task. By knowing that a possible expression
is ambiguous, a generation system can either avoid the
construction or plan additional text to avoid the possible
confusion.

6. It has also revealed that Generation and Enablement do
not always apply between actions alone, but also between
actions and states. This allows us to do a more complete
analysis of the corpus.

7. It provides a framework that can be applied to other
relationships found in procedural texts. It is clear that
Generation and Enablement are not the exhaustive list of
relationships to be considered. Indeed, having identified
the underlying semantic information behind Generation
and Enablement with a plan framework, our need to refer
to them at all, as opposed to relations between parts of
the underlying plan, becomes questionable.

Given that are still working from textual data, it is clearly
difficult to avoid completely the possibility of circularity;

however, we do reduce the possibility significantly. Of the
variability that does occur, most instances arise from the
well known problem in planning of determining whether a
given action is the precondition or substep of a plan. We
are currently designing tests that can be done to determine
the relation between two actions.4

Summary and Further Work
When trying to determine the mappings between semantic
features and syntactic features, one need to be wary of the
danger of circularity. In some cases, it is necessary to go
beyond the text and attempt to understand the underlying
semantic it conveys, without relying on the specific lin-
guistic realisations. While this methodology may appear
subjective, we have been able to obtain good results even in
independent analyses. We are complementing this type of
analysis with a coding and statistics approach to strengthen
the results. Furthermore, we plan to refine the methodology
in order to be able to ask subjects to perform the analysis to
further diminish the risk of subjectivity.
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Figure 1: Generation and Enablement in the Plan for Turning on the Light




